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lost
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If not now, when should we arrest the culpable?

The following story does an admirable job of describing past events that clearly reveal
the incompetence and bungling of the US military during its illegal invasion of Iraq.
Indeed, any person, organisation or nation that has had any experience with the yanks
knows only too well the lack of expertise, gross negligence and dangerous rustic
arrogance that characterises everything American, including its Corporate controlled
military. But the story fails miserably in ONE critical area, ANALYSIS!

It should have been OBVIOUS to the Guardian journalist that a Corporate oil war of plunder has its
own priorities.

Clearly evident during the invasion but excruciatingly so, post-invasion, is the fact that US forces
had ONE primary objective – as recorded by numerous sources; to secure the Oil Ministry in
Baghdad, how very telling when the lies the public was fed related to protecting the world from
Saddam and WMD! Perhaps securing KNOWN weapons sites may have been more convincing but
gung-ho yanks are not very good planners or capable managers, as the RAPID decline of that nation
indicates today.

The obsessive push to secure the Oil Ministry in Baghdad at the expense of EVERYTHING else,
including American and civilian lives, sent the loudest possible message to the FREE WORLD -- the
Independent Media began crying foul, LIES, criminal action, IMMEDIATELY but not so the
Corporate mass media, is the Guardian able to add 2+2 now, we can only wonder?

Maybe that ‘esteemed’ media outlet should cease ignoring the 'elephant in the kitchen' and begin
pursuing the criminals responsible for the first civilian holocaust of the 21st century – over one
million innocents dead, according to REPUTABLE Lancet and Johns Hopkins studies.

The (continuing) absurdity of mass media denial and avoidance erodes what is left of the credibility
of traditional media organisations. The Independents without fear or favour have picked up the
tattered banner of journalistic integrity and have captured the readership of all thinking people on
the planet – the people are not the moronic fools the elite believe them to be.
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I leave our readership to the Guardian story and hope that it is made crystal clear with the addition
of that ONE piece of crucial information. It should also be noted that all the wars waged today are
Corporate wars of plunder and acquisition – as is clearly demonstrated in Iraq. All other
considerations come a very poor second to the Corporate MYOPIC obsession with its bottom line:

How the US let al-Qaida get its hands on an Iraqi weapons factory
by Dominic Streatfeild

Haki Mohammed and his brothers were shovelling manure on their farm in Yusifiyah in
the spring of 2003 when the soldier arrived. Dishevelled and distressed, the man had run
a great distance. "Please," he entreated, "are you true Arabs?"

The Iraqis, raised in a culture of obligatory hospitality towards needy strangers,
immediately understood the subtext. The man needed help. Even had he not been a
soldier (Haki thought he recognised the uniform of a Special Republican Guard), they
were honour-bound to offer assistance. "Of course," Haki assured the man. "What is it
you need?"

The soldier held out his AK-47. "Take it." He indicated the webbing around his waist,
stuffed full of charged magazines. "Take them all. I don't want them. But I need a
dishdasha or a robe. Anything that isn't a uniform." Then the soldier started to undress.

The Mohammeds were indeed good Arabs. They fetched a dishdasha and the man
slipped it on. Then, without warning, he flung the ammunition and the rifle down and ran
off into the desert. Bemused, the Yusifiyans examined his belongings. He wasn't a
Republican Guard at all. His uniform, bereft of rank badges, was that of a rarer outfit:
Manzaumat al-Amin, the Iraqi military's security and protection agency.

A small, nondescript town of a few thousand souls 25km south-west of Baghdad,
Yusifiyah is known for its rich soil, which enables the production of potatoes famous
throughout Iraq for their size and flavour. The singer Farouk al-Khatib was born here.
But that's about it. For those uninterested in either potatoes or Iraqi popular music,
there's little of interest: farms criss-crossed by irrigation ditches, a great deal of sand,
and not much else.

Yusifiyah's obscurity, however, together with its convenient location – less than 30
minutes' drive from Baghdad airport – make it perfect for certain purposes: hiding
things, for example. Things you'd rather no one ever knew about. Secret things.

Sure enough, 15km to the south lies a big, big secret. The secret dates back to 1977,
when the then-president Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr ordered the construction of a vast
munitions plant outside the town. Built by the Yugoslavs, the factory was originally to be
named after Bakr himself, until Saddam Hussein seized power in 1979. In a fit of
patriotic zeal, the fledgling dictator named it after the Iraqi general Qa'qaa ibn Umar,
who in the seventh century inflicted a most glorious massacre on the Persian army in the
second battle of Qasidiya: Al Qa'qaa.

Weapons inspectors who visited the facility were dumbstruck by the scale of the place.
"Huge," comments one senior figure familiar with the site. "The biggest chemical plant
I've ever seen." Covering an area of 36 square km, containing 1,100 buildings and
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employing more than 14,000 staff, the site was essentially a secret, self-sufficient city,
10 times the size of New York's Central Park – in the middle of the desert. It even had its
own power station.

Saddam was so pleased with the facility that, when the Iran–Iraq war broke out in 1980,
he built a number of other weapons factories nearby. Soon, Nahir Yusifiyah, the sparsely
populated crescent-shaped region surrounding the town, was teeming with facilities
engaged in the manufacture of free-fall aircraft bombs, small arms, ammunition, scud-
missiles, as well as nuclear centrifuge development and bio-warfare experiments: all
huge, clandestine weapons sites with their own research staff and agendas.

From the outside there was little to indicate what was going on in Qa'qaa. Surrounded
by tall earthen walls, all that was visible was a series of chimney stacks producing huge
plumes of acrid brown smoke. Employees in the facility were not allowed to speak about
it; nobody else was allowed in. To Yusifiyans, however, it was obvious the plant made
military equipment of some sort: repeated explosions emanated from within the walls
when things went wrong, and from the facility's test ranges when things went right.

At the heart of this big, big secret lay further secrets, some so huge they bordered on the
preposterous. In the late 80s, the facility was involved in the construction of the largest
rifle in the history of the world: a monstrous weapon with a 150m barrel and the ability
to shoot a 600kg projectile into space. The Supergun required 10 tonnes of propellant
for each shot – doubtless the reason why research was underway at Qa'qaa, where the
explosive material was to be made.

Unfortunately, even this state-of-the-art facility was not up to the task. At the end of the
decade, suppliers were sought for a pair of compounds that the facility was unable to
synthesise purely: RDX (the basis for a number of explosives, including C4) and PETN
(used in small-calibre ammunition and Semtex). The materials, ordered from eastern
Europe via Chile, arrived in shipments of hundreds of tonnes.

Then the project stalled. In 1991, following the Iraqi rout in Kuwait, inspectors from the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) gained access to Qa'qaa, where they found
145 tonnes of pure RDX and PETN. On a whim, one enterprising inspector asked
technicians whether they had imported any other explosives of note. Qa'qaa staff
exchanged glances and shuffled their feet, before leading him to a series of bunkers
containing hundreds of drums of an off-white, crystalline powder. About as highly
explosive as high explosive gets, High Melt Explosive (HMX) is used to detonate nuclear
warheads. Qa'qaa had nearly 200 tonnes of it. The IAEA moved all the explosives to
secure bunkers on the south-west corner of the facility, then closed the doors with
tamper-proof seals. And there the 341 tonnes sat for more than a decade.

Of course, inhabitants of Yusifiyah and the surrounding towns had no idea about any of
this. In Saddam's time, there were many things one didn't inquire about. But that was
before the curious incident of the soldier, the rifle and the dishdasha.

Looting by the truckload

For Haki and his brothers, Operation Iraqi Freedom had started in the early hours of 3
April 2003, when they were woken by the sound of low-flying aircraft. Moments later,
the first American artillery shells zipped overhead, eliminating with pinpoint accuracy
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the Republican Guard checkpoints and roadblocks around Yusifiyah, in effect
neutralising all threat of resistance.

By sunrise, American tanks were trundling north up Highway 8 towards Baghdad
Airport. Ali, one of Qa'qaa's senior administrators, recalls the invasion well. "The
Americans came in on the second or third of April," he says. "There was no fighting.
Most of the soldiers and officers just took off their uniforms and ran away."

It took Haki Mohammed next to no time to deduce that the man who showed up on his
doorstep had come from the secure compound at Qa'qaa, and an even shorter time to
figure that, if the soldiers had left, the site was unguarded. For a quarter of a century,
the facility had been off-limits. Here, finally, was an opportunity to find out what had
been going on in there.

Haki's neighbours had the same idea. "Lots of people went in," he recalls. "They
destroyed the fence and they went in that way . . . There was no army, no guards,
nothing." The period between the guards fleeing and the first Yusifiyans breaching the
compound was remarkably short. "About an hour," he says. By the afternoon of 3 April,
the largest explosives plant in the Middle East was open to all-comers.

A week after the first Yusifiyans breached Qa'qaa's perimeter fence, the US 101st
Airborne Division pitched camp just outside the facility. There appears to have been no
briefings about the site. The soldiers' attention was elsewhere: the 101st was itching to
get to Baghdad. As far as the troops were concerned, they were sitting on their behinds
while higher-ups attempted to jump the queue, to manoeuvre their own divisions into the
capital for a share of the glorious victory. They were missing the show.

And what a show it was. On 9 April, the day before the 101st arrived at Qa'qaa, US
troops had taken the capital, symbolically pulling down the statue of Saddam Hussein in
Firdos Square. The image, broadcast around the world, delighted the commander-in-
chief back in Washington. "In the images of falling statues," President Bush later
announced, "we have witnessed the arrival of a new era."

Unfortunately, by the time the 101st arrived in Baghdad on 11 April, the foundations of
the new era were looking distinctly shaky. As the troops settled in to the capital, news
began to break that the city was descending into an orgy of lawlessness and looting.
Reporters told of mobs roaming the city, stealing everything that wasn't nailed down.

Back in Yusifayah, Haki was unable to contain his curiosity any longer. Many of his
neighbours had been into Qa'qaa and had returned with fantastic stories of all the useful
bits and pieces lying about. He decided to take a look for himself. On 6 April Haki and
his cousins and friends piled into a grey Kia minibus, hung a white flag from the window
to placate passing American troops, and made their way to the main gate. Finding it
open, they drove in to the compound.

Hundreds of Yusifiyans were roaming around inside. They were gutting the place. Some
targets were easier than others. Trucks vanished fairly quickly. The first few were simply
hotwired and driven away. When locals realised there was no rush, however, they
became more brazen, using the stolen trucks to return and carry away further loot. The
next day they came back for more. "Lathes, machine tools, electrical generators," says
Haki. "They were even taking the iron posts from the buildings." Qa'qaa was assaulted
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from all sides. From the north-west came the Yusifiyans; from the north-east, the
inhabitants of Mahmudiyah.

Some of Qa'qaa's senior staff lived in an executive employees' compound just west of the
town. When the power went out after the Americans passed by, they returned to the
complex to fetch an electrical generator. By the time they arrived, two days before the
Saddam statue ceremony, Mahmudiyans were operating a market inside the walls,
selling and bartering plundered goods. Ali, the site administrator, was flabbergasted at
the scale of the operation. "It was astonishing, the way they managed to steal such big
pieces of kit. Some of them were using cranes." He shakes his head. "They even took the
electrical cables. They dug them up from the ground and took them. The water pipes.
Everything."

As yet, however, the looters had not discovered Qa'qaa's real treasure: the vast
stockpiles of HMX, PETN and RDX. We know they had not discovered the explosives
because of a somewhat fortuitous event. On 18 April, two weeks after the looting began,
a pair of American journalists did.

Discovery of the high explosives

Over the course of the month that they had been embedded with the 101st Airborne,
reporter Dean Staley and cameraman Joe Caffrey had seen more than their fair share of
action. Now, however, they were stuck. At the end of the second week in April, the 101st
had established their base a mile south-east of Qa'qaa, from which they serviced Black
Hawk helicopters and ferried military bigwigs around. A week later, they were still
there. With no obvious route to Baghdad, the journalists' chances of an exclusive were
growing slimmer by the minute. So when, on the morning of 18 April, a sergeant and a
warrant officer offered them the opportunity to tag along on a trip outside the camp,
they were all ears.

"It was a sightsee," recalls Caffrey. "Non-sanctioned. They basically decided on a whim,
because they weren't assigned to fly that day, to check out the base."

Within a quarter of an hour, they started finding things. Paved roads. Watchtowers.
Perimeter fences. And, within them, munitions of every possible shape and size. There
were fat bombs, thin bombs, cartoon-style bombs with big fins and, lying in the hot
morning sun, bombs that appeared to be leaking corrosive brown material. Some of
them were as big as Volkswagens.

Outside one bunker, the soldiers and the journalists stopped. A length of thin steel wire
snaked around the lock, the chain and the hinges of the door, secured by a copper disc
the size of a coin.

Clearly, the wire wasn't strong enough to keep anyone out. So what was it for? The
soldiers wondered aloud whether it wasn't so thin because it was meant not to be seen,
that it was a booby trap. In the end, curiosity prevailed. One of them broke the disc apart
and the wire fell away. Nothing happened. They walked in.

There were no warheads in this bunker. Only crates of what appeared to be chemicals.
And some strange-looking drums. Cautiously, the soldiers opened one. Inside was a clear
plastic bag containing coarse powder. Caffrey went in for a look. "It was very flour-like,
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yellow, bright yellow in colour." Further bunkers also contained the yellow, flour-like
substance. In fact, the more the journalists looked, the more they found. Many of the
buildings appeared to be filled with it: in one corner there might be 30 crates or boxes,
in the other, 60 or 70 barrels. The quantity was staggering. "What is this stuff?" one of
the soldiers murmured.

For a moment the soldiers and the journalists had the same idea. Had they accidentally
discovered Saddam's WMDs? No one knew. But just in case, Caffrey filmed it all.

While Caffrey, Staley and the soldiers were exploring the bunkers outside Yusifiyah,
officials at the IAEA headquarters in Vienna were becoming increasingly concerned.
Prior to the invasion the agency had told the Americans of the dangers of allowing the
security situation to collapse. Two weeks after the start of the war, Jacques Baute, the
head of the Iraq nuclear inspection teams, visited the US mission to advise, again, that
the weapons sites needed protection. He specifically mentioned Qa'qaa. Just days before
the invasion, he told officials, inspectors had inventoried the facility's HMX, RDX and
PETN stores and ensured that the seals were still intact. This kind of materiel, the
Frenchman suggested, should be kept out of the hands of looters. There was no reaction.

Privately, IAEA officials wondered whether the Americans really understood what they
were doing. Qa'qaa had made the propellant for the Nasser 81 artillery rocket
programme, itself at the heart of the administration's case for war. On 3 May, an internal
memo at the IAEA warned that, if Qa'qaa was not secured, the result could be "the
greatest explosives bonanza in history".

The arrival of al-Qaida

Initially, looters at Qa'qaa had targeted consumer goods such as fridges and air-
conditioners. Although munitions had been taken, no one really knew what to do with
them. It soon dawned, however, that they might be intrinsically valuable. Weaponry was
rapidly emerging as a second currency.

"After the invasion, we started seeing these Arabs, these foreign fighters," recalls Haki,
"Palestinians, Egyptians, Libyans." Most Yusifiyans were wary of these new arrivals, but
a number of local tribes took them in: "Karagol, Jenabies, Rowissat . . ."

Yusuf, an emerging leader in the insurgency who belongs to one of these tribes, confirms
the story. "We allowed the Arabs into our houses and our farms. We welcomed them
properly. Some of them even married our daughters." The fact they were Arab strangers
was sufficient to ensure hospitality, but these foreigners had extra pull. They were
fedayeen. They were al-Qaida.

They also informed the tribes that some of Qa'qaa's contents were considerably more
valuable than rocket launchers and pistols. It wasn't long before Yusuf finally stumbled
upon Qa'qaa's real treasure. "We found something that we didn't recognise. It was like a
powder. It was stored in specific conditions, in special barrels." Yusuf had no idea what
it was, but he thought he might as well take some. Only later would he learn that it was
pure, crystalline high explosive.

Following the rush to appropriate munitions, Yusifiyans had to figure out where to store
their loot. Many hid it in their homes. This soon led to tragedy. Rival groups fired rocket-
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propelled grenades into each other's houses, knowing they were full of explosives.
Accidents also led to fatalities. One of Yusuf's barns blew up.

After a few such incidents, the powder was decanted into flour sacks, then dispersed and
loaded into subterranean potato stores. Portable air-conditioning units were installed to
keep it cool. By 8 May 2003, when the Pentagon's Exploratory Task Force arrived at
Qa'qaa to search for WMDs, all of the PETN, RDX and HMX was gone.

Yusifiyah became a boomtown. Each potato sack of the explosive formula went for $300
(£194) to $500 (£325). "People from Yusifiyah had never seen a dollar bill. They certainly
hadn't seen a $100 bill," says Haki. "But when [the Arabs] arrived, everyone was talking
about tens of thousands of dollars. We started seeing people holding bundles of wads of
dollars."

In this seedy, lottery-win atmosphere, locals rushed to spend their hard currency,
throwing lavish weddings, buying cars, trucks and houses. Some used their share of the
cash to travel. The sensible ones didn't return.

Meanwhile, bored with waiting for the Americans to establish security and tired of living
without electricity, sewerage, clean water and other basic facilities, Iraqis turned in
their droves to jihadist organisations, then attacked coalition troops. More violence
meant less reconstruction, which led to more dissatisfaction, more anti-American
sentiment and more violence. The insurgency became self-fuelling.

Throughout the summer of 2003, the insurgents' bombing campaign increased. In
November, with attacks on coalition forces running at more than 1,000 a month, a
classified Defence Intelligence Agency report finally stated the obvious: the vast majority
of munitions used in the attacks had been pilfered from weapons sites that coalition
troops had failed to protect.

In September 2003, a month after the bombing of the UN building in Baghdad (an attack
in which munitions from Qa'qaa appear to have been used), Ali, who had worked at
Qa'qaa for 14 years, was invited to the Green Zone to confer with the US military. The
meeting had been called to discuss how best to get Iraqi industries back on their feet. Ali
had other plans.

After the conference, he pulled the senior US general to one side and explained that he
had come from Qa'qaa and that it had been severely looted. He then handed the general
a dossier containing his senior staff's assessment of the damage. Such was the extent of
the looting, the report stated, it had to be assumed that all explosive materiel inside the
facility – not just the RDX, PETN and HMX – had gone. The total quantity was
staggering.

"We told him that we had lost 40,000 tonnes," Ali recalls. "The gunpowder, anything that
burned energetically, could be used as an explosive, so you could consider that part of
the missing explosives." If the general was concerned, he concealed it well, especially
when Ali informed him that among the looted munitions were 1,000 suicide-bomb belts
manufactured at Saddam's orders in February 2003. "There was no reaction. He took the
records and didn't say anything."

Political bombshell
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The Iraqi Islamic Army was one of the insurgent groups formed in the wake of the US
invasion. Abu Shujaa, one of its founders, sits in an armchair and thinks for a moment.
"One of the operations we did was the attack on the al-Amyria police station. This was in
October 2003. We received information from our intelligence service that one of the
high-profile military generals would be there. We decided to use a car bomb."

Shujaa is a hard man to track down. After a month of negotiations in Baghdad, we found
him through intermediaries, and intermediaries of intermediaries. Shortly after our
interview, he fled Iraq for Syria.

"We used two cars: Nissan Patrol 4x4s that had previously belonged to the Iraqi Special
Services. We used TNT and the explosives taken from the western bunkers of Qa'qaa.
They had been removed and hidden in western Baghdad, near Abu Ghraib. In total, we
used about 24kg, which we mixed with the formula [powder from Qa'qaa] to make the
explosions more effective. The formula was available through the farmers to the west of
al-Radhwania and al-Rashid area [Yusifiyah is in this area]. Most of the explosives had
been taken and hidden in flour sacks near the railway tracks."

Shujaa's first car detonated outside the police station at 9.45am on 27 October 2003.
Passerby Hamid Abbas was killed, along with his daughters Samar (25) and Doniya (16)
and his one-year-old granddaughter. "The other car didn't explode," continues Shujaa.
"The explosives were a bit moist. They had been stored in a place that was too humid.
Although the amount that had been taken from Qa'qaa was very large, we were
concerned that we would finish it all if we didn't use it wisely. So after that we decided
to mix a little more TNT with the formula, in case it was too humid."

IAEA staff in Vienna were livid about the Americans' failure to contain the explosives.
Munitions sites in Iraq had been heavily looted, but the Americans would not allow the
IAEA to visit them; it was reliant on secondhand news. When nothing was heard about
Qa'qaa, inspectors chased up the interim government directly. What had happened to
the sealed RDX, PETN and HMX? Was it safe?

A year later, on 10 October 2004, Jacques Baute, the agency finally received a one-page
letter from the Iraqi Planning and Following-up Directorate: "The following materials,
which have been included in Annex 3 (item 74) registered under IAEA custody, were lost
after 9-4-2003, throughout the theft and looting of the governmental installations due to
lack of security." The letter contained a table detailing the "lost" materiel: 5.8 tonnes of
PETN, 141.233 tonnes of RDX and 194.741 tonnes of HMX. At last, the truth: 341 tonnes
of high explosive were missing.

The letter created consternation. What was the agency supposed to do with it? The
American presidential election was three weeks away. If the IAEA went public with the
news, it would look as if the agency – supposedly apolitical – was taking a swipe at the
Bush administration. If, on the other hand, it sat on its hands, it would be open to
charges of sabotaging the campaign of Bush's opponent, John Kerry. Potentially, the
letter was a political trap.

IAEA director Mohamed ElBaradei attempted a compromise, contacting the UN security
council. The explosives were gone, he told them. There was every chance the news
would leak. Perhaps, however, it was possible to keep a lid on it for a while, giving the
coalition a chance to try to find some of them before the news broke.
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The diplomatic approach came to nothing. On 14 October, the agency received a call
from CBS's 60 Minutes in New York. The programme had managed to obtain a copy of
the letter. So had the New York Times. Realising the cat was out of the bag, the next day
the IAEA officially informed the US-led Multinational Force (MNF) that the explosives
were missing. News of the report made it almost immediately to Condoleezza Rice and
the president. David Sanger of the Times hastily drafted an article, while travelling with
the president on Air Force One in the last days of the election campaign. No date was set
for its publication.

Then, suddenly, the story leaked. On Thursday 21 October – 13 days before the
presidential election – Chris Nelson, the author of a respected Washington political
online report, received an anonymous phone call. A huge quantity of high explosives had
gone missing, he was told. They had been stolen. They were being used to attack US
troops. Nelson did some checking, discovered the story stood up and posted it on the
internet that weekend.

Sanger, still waiting for the editors of the Times to publish his exclusive, discovered that
the story was leaking on Sunday. The article went out the next morning: "Huge Cache of
Explosives Vanished from Site in Iraq." Shortly after the newspaper hit the streets,
Bush's chief political strategist Karl Rove swept into the media area of Air Force One and
started shouting at Sanger. "Rove came and screamed at me in front of all the other
reporters," he says. "Declared that this had been invented by the Kerry campaign."
Apparently, the report had hit a nerve.

It was at this point that the story of the looting of Qa'qaa got really dirty.

Bush administration cover-up

With the presidential election just eight days away, it now became crucial for the White
House to neutralise the story. If voters suspected that American GIs were dead because
of sheer official incompetence, they might be tempted to vote the wrong way.
Evangelistic certainty and moral clarity were one thing; US soldiers dying needlessly in
the sand in a faraway country was quite another. Had the explosives been stolen? Why
had they not been protected? Had there not been enough troops?

The looting of Qa'qaa raised a whole swathe of issues that the Bush administration was
not keen to address. Not this close to an election, anyway. Over the course of the next
week, the White House deployed a number of tactics to make it go away. The first tactic
was simply to assert the story was untrue. There were different angles of attack. One
was that the explosives had not been there in the first place. Various figures were
presented to show that the IAEA had got its sums wrong. In conjunction with this
argument came a second, more formidable one: that the explosives had been there, but
Saddam had moved them prior to the war.

The Pentagon brandished satellite photos of heavy trucks at Qa'qaa the day before the
US invasion began. To bolster its case, the Pentagon wheeled out Colonel David Perkins,
commander of the troops that took the area in April 2003. According to Perkins, it was
"highly improbable" themateriel had been stolen after the invasion. "The enemy sneaks a
convoy of 10-tonne trucks in," Perkins asked rhetorically, "and loads them up in the dark
of night and infiltrates them in your convoy and moves out? That's kind of a stretch too
far."
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Donald Rumsfeld agreed. "Picture all of the tractor trailers and forklifts and caterpillars
it would take," the secretary of defence told Voice of America. "We had total control of
the air. We would have seen anything like that."

Even if the explosives had been there at the time of the invasion, the administration
argued, they had probably been destroyed by US troops. Another officer was wheeled
out. Austin Pearson of the 24th Ordnance Company had visited the site on 13 April 2003
and removed 250 tonnes of ordnance, including TNT, detonator cord and white
phosphorous rounds. The materiel had later been destroyed. There were photographs of
the operation, Pentagon spokesman Larry di Rita told journalists, "which we may provide
later".

Finally, the administration added another point: even if the materiel had been at Qa'qaa,
even if it had been looted, the loss wasn't significant. Iraq had been awash with
munitions at the end of the war. Some 402,000 tonnes of armaments had been
destroyed. It was estimated that Iraq's total holdings were in the region of 650,000
tonnes. Compared with this vast figure, 341 tonnes was a paltry 0.06%. The New York
Times was making a mountain out of a molehill.

On this issue there was a double deception. Qa'qaa's administrators had already
informed the US, in writing, that the sum total of munitions looted from their facility was
not 341 tonnes but 40,000. On this accounting, the missing explosives constituted more
than 6% of all explosives in Iraq, a very great deal more than 0.06%, in fact.

Further statistical manipulation was afoot, too. While the missing materiel from Qa'qaa
was pure high explosive, the 402,000 tonnes destroyed by US forces included some very
heavy objects that contained no explosives at all. "[The Pentagon] was trying to compare
the weight of the guns and stocks and metal and all of that stuff," says a senior weapons-
intelligence analyst. "They were counting tanks and guns and bazookas – metal – as
opposed to the raw explosive that can be directly used . . . It's an absolutely dishonest
comparison."

On Friday 29 October, Osama bin Laden succeeded where the White House's spin
doctors had failed. The first videotaped message from the al-Qaida leader for more than
a year pushed the looted explosives story out of the public eye. Four days later, Bush
won a second term in office.

Torture and murder

News of Bush's glorious second victory left Yusifiyans cold. Haki and his neighbours had
other concerns. Top of the list came the recently arrived Arab strangers. For al-Qaida,
Yusifiyah was important not only because it was home to Iraq's largest armaments
facilities, but also because it was strategically extremely well positioned. Eventually, the
mujahideen fighters settled in the area permanently. For the locals, the situation rapidly
became intolerable. Instead of buying explosives, the Arabs simply took them, forcing
potato farmers to store the materiel in their underground bunkers, then killing them
later. "Those guys started ruling the whole area," says Haki. "They weren't guests any
more." In fear of his life, the farmer fled to Baghdad to become a security guard.

In 2004, al-Qaida established a camp inside the Qa'qaa complex itself. "We had a firing
range, like a tunnel. It was used to shoot small-calibre bullets," says Ali. "It became a
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training camp for terrorists."

Anyone entering the facility without permission was killed. Al-Qaida spread horror
stories about its activities, intimidating locals into collaborating. An execution room was
set up with a makeshift gallows. Yusuf was part of the operation. "We used to kill people
in terrible ways, torturing them to give al-Qaida more influence." Mutilations, murders
and decapitations were filmed and copies were distributed around Yusifiyah to
discourage dissent.

The violence increased. Anyone suspected of attempting to join the Iraqi military or
police was executed. Shias were executed. People with Shia names were executed.
People who did anything regarded as Shia-like were executed. When Haki's uncle was
caught smoking a cigarette, al-Qaida broke all his fingers with a hammer. Then they
killed him.

Soon even Yusuf recognised that things had gone awry. "We realised that al-Qaida hadn't
come to rescue us. They were killing all kinds of people, saying they were atheists and
that they idolised statues," he recalls.

When Haki returned from Baghdad in 2005, he found the main road into town littered
with corpses, bound, tortured and shot. "We hadn't seen anything like this before in our
lives. It was like a horror film."

By 2005, commentators were dubbing the Yusifiyah region the "Triangle of Death": the
most dangerous sector in all Iraq. Palm-tree plantations were rigged with explosives to
bring down low-flying helicopters; soldiers were abducted, tortured and murdered.
Bombs went off everywhere.

It was, of course, no coincidence that Nahir Yusifiyah was so favoured by insurgents. It
was where all the weapons were.
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